
Why did Cinderella wear glass flippers to the
pool?
Because she wanted to be a competitive
swimmer at the ball!
What’s a polar bear’s favorite stroke?
The blubber-fly!
Why don’t basketball players swim?
Because they’re afraid of getting caught in the
net!
What kind of hair do swimmers have?
Wet hair, of course!
Why did the tuna fish join the swim team?
To become a great swimmer and make a splash
in the tuna-ment!
Why did the swim coach bring a Christmas
tree to practice?
To help the swimmers practice their tree-
mendously good strokes!
Why did the swim coach go to the North
Pole?
To teach the polar bears their favorite stroke!
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What kind of swimmer is always the best
gardener?
The one with the greatest seed times!
Why did the competitive swimmer take a
bottle of water to bed?
Because they didn’t want to dive into their
dreams thirsty!
Why did the mermaid use peanut butter?
To keep her jellyfish from swimming away!
What’s a shark’s favorite sandwich?
A peanut butter and jellyfish sandwich!
Why did the chicken swim at the deep end of
the pool?
Because it wanted to prove it wasn't a slow
swimmer!
Why did the man swim to the middle of the
lake shouting?
He wanted to make a splashy entrance!
What kind of race do you have at a pool
party?
A swimming race, of course, where everyone has
a chance to make waves!



Why did the swim coach use drills during
practice?
To build the swimmers' skills and make them the
best in the local swimming pool!
Why did the rabbit stop swimming?
Because it found the whole thing a bit hare-
raising!
What’s a sheep’s favorite swimming stroke?
The baaaa-ckstroke!
Why did the swimmer bring a glass of water
to the pool?
Just in case they got thirsty from all the salt
water!
What did the salt water say to the fresh
water?
“I’m just a little salty today!”


